
What do you get when three award-winning

firms – RCL Development, Moulton

Layne Architects and L.K. DeFrances &

Associates – partner on a project? 

More accolades. 

In this instance it’s a two-story Old Florida-style cottage

overlooking the marina in the Marsh Island Club. It was

the first residence to be built in the private waterfront

community, the three-bedroom courtyard pool design

offers the perfect retreat, combining leisure and luxury

and establishing a benchmark for others to follow.

“All of us were of one mind,” Scott Layne says as he

Custom bookcases flanking the fireplace were designed to command
architectural presence and serve as a backdrop to the simplicity of the white
porcelain vases and containers. 

In the master bedroom walls painted a pale blue with a whisper of green
are the perfect background for the white and sand shades designer Lisa
DeFrances chose for the linens, fabric-covered headboard and twin
ottomans at the foot of the king-size bed. Lighting fixtures are functional
yet unobtrusive.

HOUSE ON THE
HARBOR

by Ann Taylor. Photography by Kim Sargent
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A dramatic architectural curve and columns set the stage for the minimal yet striking decorator touches seen in the sculpted white vase and colors of sea glass. Simple white
sheers provide privacy while letting in the light. 
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talks about the collaborative effort. “What I always try to do is

to make a house a home with a sequence of comfortable

spaces, broad windows that allow for lots of natural light, and

good millwork.”

For Lisa DeFrances, who won first place in the 2004 Annual

ASID Florida North Chapter Design Competition in the Show

Home Category for her interior design it was the architecture

that dictated her decorating decisions. 

“There were so many nice architectural elements at play,

like the way the entry foyer curves sculpturally, creating an
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A second-floor bedroom opens to the upper veranda, offering a view of the
waterway beyond. The curved lines of the eye-catching headboard and twin
photographs resting on top provide an interesting focal point.

Right: DeFrances worked closely with the architect and builder to develop
backgrounds and design elements to complement the architecture. This sitting
area features rattan chairs and a built-in bookshelf.
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As the first residence built in this new waterfront
community, DeFrances felt it was important
that design elements set and define the tone as
one of casual, relaxed elegance. 

In the kitchen, the contrast between white and
black, the clean lines of counter tops and
cabinets, and pale color accents combine to
create a non-fussy, preparation-friendly work
space. 

Opposite: Navigational maps, classic
furnishings and a sculpted light fixture reflect
DeFrances’ design approach of “less is more” for
this island home. 
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oval, and the custom bookcases flanking the fireplace in

the living room, establishing a focal point. There was

already a lot occurring that we didn’t want to interfere

with. It’s kind of like less is more,” she says.

“It was important that our design set and define the tone

as one of relaxed elegance. The inside is very refined aes-

thetically, with stone floors on the first floor and wood on

the second. There are good-sized windows and French

doors, and the columns on the rear verandas provide a

sense of ‘front porch’ as you look out at the water.”

To create a continuous flow from one room to another,

DeFrances chose to faux paint the walls. “We used ocean

colors throughout – light blues, pale greens – which reflect

the delicate colors found in a bowl of sea glass.”

Color also plays a role in the plantings selected to soften

exterior edges, with bursts of bougainvillea punctuating

the landscape design. In the courtyard a small wall foun-

tain adds its soothing sound to the perfect setting.

Layne best expresses the way everyone involved feels

about the end result: “It’s less about building a house; it’s

more about making a home, about giving someone a won-

derful place to live.”
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The courtyard is a welcome gathering place, perfect for splashing in the pool or sipping a cool drink. The exposed rafters and undulating stucco finish of
the exterior walls give the appearance of an old-world finish. 

Opposite: Veranda columns and casual furniture groupings create an attractive front porch with a view overlooking the marina. 


